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Coals are employed as fiery substance, and every day, millions of ton coal are consumed by coal users around the world. It is
investigated that the millions of coal’s transportation/logistic till the coal user plants via road route and also inside the coal
user plants (known as twice factors) not only enhance the air pollution but also cause the global warming. It is earlier known
that coals emit the toxic pollutants and offensive gases such as sulfur dioxide, SO2; nitrogen oxides, NOX; hydrogen chloride
arsenic; carbon monoxide, CO; methane; CH4; and CO2 on reacting with environmental O2 due to said twice factors, i.e.,
during the transportation from coal refinery spot to entry gate of coal user plants (another spot) and in process
logistic/movement inside the coal user plants (loading to conveyor to coal fire tubes “attached with coal crushers”). Therefore,
the coal refinery technique/process is found as the best practice to control air pollution under concerns of twice factors. The
reliable and trustworthy coal refining technology improves the quality of coal by eradicating or eliminating the coating or
layers of toxic particles from coal’s surface, which speedily crumble or decompose in reacting with environmental O2 under
twice factors. As results, coal refining technology adds the green supply chain value into proposed twice factors and also save
the world from breeding of ills and viruses. It is understood that the best coal refinery technique/process helps to overcome
and reduce air pollution by responding discussed twice factors (accepted as research challenge and motivation of research). In
the presented research work, the authors developed and proposed a dynamic multidimension Coal Refinery Process
Absorbability Index (CRPAI) structure (consisted of coal refinery core dimension and subdimensions correspond to CRPA
alternative techniques/processes) appended with Robust Optimization Algorithm (ROA) to be explored for opting the best
CRP from available options. But due to inherent ambiguity, vagueness, and inconsistency involve in both dimensions of
proposed structure, the assessment of expert’s panel is gathered in the terms of linguistic variable “appropriateness ratings”
against the subdimensions of CRPAI structure corresponding to preferred CRP options. Next, assigned appropriateness ratings
against the subdimensions are substituted by GIVFN. To arrive to core dimensions from subdimensions of CRPAI structure, a
GITFN-OWGO (Ordered Weighted Geometric Operator) is investigated and modified as a Ordered Weighted Geometric
Average Operator (OWGAO) to be applied for estimating the weights of subdimensions (core novelty of work). Finally, a ROA
(consisted of MULTI-MOORA with dominance theory) is applied on the output of OWGAO for opting the viable and best
CRP option. The positive effect of the dynamic multidimension CRPAI structure is that it helps the coal refinery companies to
assess measure and evaluate the best and feasible coal refinery process under concern of twice factors using expert information.
The research can be used to control the air pollution by responding aforesaid twice factors by single practice (the best coal
refinery process/technique assessment and evaluation).
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1. Introduction and State of Art

The CO2 is ascertained as the foremost carbon intensive,
which is accountable for more than 72% climate altering
phenomenon and major source of air pollution and global
warming vice versa. Today, coals are employed as burning
material across the global coal user plants. The coal is found
chemically intricate fuel as it librates flue gases, which might
contain such as sulfur dioxide, SO2; nitrogen oxides, NOX;
hydrogen chloride arsenic; carbon monoxide, CO; methane;
CH4; and carbon dioxide, CO2 [1–10]. Every day, millions of
ton coal are fired by coal user plants. It is noticed that coal
becomes extremely low contaminated/toxic gas emitter from
coal refinery location/spot to entry gate of coal user plants
and also throughout the logistic of coal inside the coal user
plants if coal refinery is carried with best practices and tech-
nique at inception. Therefore, coal refinery is searched as the
preeminent practice amongst many green practices to clean
the environment and control air pollution. The coal refinery
is respected as ecological balancer in the world, which func-
tion is to refine the coal to eliminate further air pollution ([6,
11–15]; CURC 2004; [1–5, 7–10, 16, 17]).

Refined coals are the burnable goods, which are pro-
duced by application of a coal-upgrading practices-technol-
ogy, which eliminate the moisture and certain pollutants
from surface of coal stone and add the calorific values. Coal
refining is precombustion treatments or processes, which
changes the characteristics of coal prior to move is to be
burned. In India nation, the coal refinery company use, such
as dynamic process, is exhibited here: crushing and break-
ing—crushing and breaking devices are feeder breakers,
rotary breakers, hammer mills, and roll crushers. Sizing the-
m—it is sizing the coal under 20 to 45mm diameters. Stor-
age and stockpiling—coal is stored in silos or stockpiled
before and after cleaning. Spherical, cylindrical, conical silos,
or stockpiled is used. Density separation—coal is cleaned by
separating the lower density organic material from the
higher density by falling it from high 7-10m height to earth.
Washing—washing is done by quenching algorithm and
passing through flowing water. Coal drying—thermal drying
is lastly carried out by using container, drying in open over-
cast by sun to reduce the moisture content.

In investigating the CRPAI research documents (RDs),
the authors found the many RDs in relation to analyzing
the coal supplier performance and materializing the coal
emission quantities around the coal user plants. So few
RDs are found, dealt with mapping CRPAI under core
dimension modeling by certain or quantitative data (except
core dimension modeling by uncertain or qualitative data).
In addition to that, few CRPA index documents are also
grasped, dealt with CRPAI, but constrained to consider the
core dimension (except both: core and subdimension simul-
taneously) [2–4, 7, 9, 16].

Furthermore, in investigating the RDs against ROAs, the
authors determined that most of the Absorbability Index
evaluation RDs dealt with the single optimization algorithm
(could tackle certain data vs. core dimension only). The
authors were not found still relevant research document,
especially dealt with dynamic multidimension CRPAI struc-

ture (consisted of coal refinery core dimension and subdi-
mensions correspond to CRPA alternative processes) with
ROAs (can tackle uncertain/qualitative data vs. both: core
and subdimension only) to be used for opting the best CRP
from available options. Therefore, the aforesaid research
gaps motivated the authors to develop and propose a
dynamic multidimension CRPAI structure (consisted of coal
refinery core dimension and subdimensions) with ROA to
opt the best CRP from available options under linguistic
information of expert’s panel.

To construct a dynamic multidimension CRPAI struc-
ture in addressing the qualitative modeling of core and sub-
dimension simultaneously (CRPAI structure) and finding
ROAs, the authors conduct a few literature surveys under
aforesaid concerns:

1.1. A Literature over Framing the Dynamic Multidimension
CRPAI Structure. [18–21], and [22] outlined the nature of
the wastes; waste generating industries; waste characteriza-
tion; health and environmental implications of waste man-
agement practices; steps towards planning; design and
development of models for effective hazardous waste man-
agement; and treatment, approaches, and regulations for dis-
posal of hazardous waste. Evaluation of the entire situation
with reference to Indian scenario has been attempted in
order that a better cost-effective strategy for waste manage-
ment be evolved in the future. [23] proposed a decision
model based on environmental performance indicators,
which supported decision-making in supply chains in pres-
ence of environmental considerations. [24] implemented
IVFN-TOPSIS (interval-valued fuzzy number-Technique
for Order Preference Similar to Ideal Solution) approach in
purpose to find out preference orders of manufacturing
alternative firms in context of green supply chain manage-
ment. [25] articulated an innovative, quantitative assessment
of pollution avoidance attributable to environmental regula-
tion enforced through integrated licensing, using Ireland’s
pharmaceutical-manufacturing sector as a case study. [16]
argued the current coal consumption in the UK united with
ecological impacts of coal mining, coal processing, and coal
utilization for power generation. [7] shown impact of coal
mining on land, water, health of workers, air, and social
impact on surrounding villages and cities have evaluated.
In addition to that, environment management plan of coal
mining has also enlarged. [9] carried out a coal mining pro-
ject in northwestern Bangladesh country in order to appraise
the impacts of coal mining on the surrounding environment
specifically on soil and water. The research of [26] was con-
ducted to seek the miscellaneous paths to preserve the envi-
ronmental and also put the environment out of fewer
emission of carbon dioxide. The countless several conducted
state of arts have been depicted as a citation in order that
readers could seek the other way to diminish the universal
warming issues in planet world ([1, 2, 8, 10, 17, 27–29]; Sahu
et al., 2012; Sahu et al., 2013; [7, 30]a, b; [9, 22]).

Kalibatas and Turskis 2008 and [26] have also formed
miscellaneous decision support system in context of
manufacturing realm. [31] thermally treated the petroleum
coke in the range of 1173–1673K. The changes of the
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composition and crystalline structure of petroleum coke
were investigated. ([11, 14, 15]; ; [1–10, 13, 16, 17, 24, 30]
a, b) worked to reduce air pollution by applying multivari-
able optimization methods. Venugopal et al. [32] stimulate
the need for developing native solutions against the indus-
trial challenges and revealed the importance of coal industry
and coal washing process. Dhawan et al. [33] conducted an
experiments for investigating the process parameters of cat-
alytic coke pretreatment processes parameters. Sitorus et al.
[34] applied a hybrid MCDM method to evaluate the coal
mining and mineral processing units and discussed the path-
ways and future research directions of the proposed MCDM
method. Pourabdollah et al. [35] studied the effect of ther-
mal operation parameters against the graphitization of
ethane-based catalytic coal. Dhawan et al. [36] investigated
the usage of the catalyst K2CO3 over raw coal and the use
of KCO3 over the raw coal as well as help to extract the
CO2 gas from raw coal. Shukla et al. [37] studied about the
emission level of CO2 in India from coal. Various advanced
methods for capturing CO2 are highlighted.

1.2. Literature over Framing the ROAs. [38] explored the
application of multiobjective optimization on the basis of
ratio analysis (MOORA) algorithm to solve different
decision-making problems as frequently encountered in the
real-time manufacturing environment. Six decision-making
problems have been solved to prove the applicability, poten-
tiality, and flexibility of this algorithm while solving various
complex decision-making problems in present day
manufacturing environment. [39] implemented the
MOORA algorithm for solving multiple criteria (objective)
optimization problem in milling process. Six decision-
making problems which include selection of suitable milling
process parameters in different milling processes are consid-
ered, and the obtained results almost match with those
derived by the previous researchers which prove the applica-
bility, potentiality, and flexibility of this algorithm in
manufacturing environment subsequently. Sahu et al. 2012,
Sahu et al. 2013, [30] a, b, [9, 22] have conducted research
in context of environmental subdimensions, which have
been viewed as a case study. Sahu et al. [24] applied a
weighted geometric aggregation operator on robot evalua-
tion model to score the industrial value of robots. Bu et al.
[40] proposed a GWmZd model consisted of green vendor
evaluation parameters and solved it by knowledge-based
grey-holistic technique with dominance theory for sustain-
able vendor evaluation. He et al. [41] proposed an advanced
manufacturing machine tool evaluation model under objec-
tive information and solved it by grey relational analysis
approach with dominance theory.

1.3. Summary of State of Art. As discussed, the authors only
highlighted so few relevant literatures with brief description
and cited more RDs to shorten research work. After litera-
ture survey, the authors consolidated the relevant CRPAI
core and subdissensions and framed a dynamic multidimen-
sion CRPAI structure (consisted of coal refinery core dimen-
sion and subdimensions). In addition to that, the authors
found a most significant ROA (MULTI-MOORA) and

enable same to opt the best CRP from available options
under linguistic information of expert’s panel. But searched
ROA was able for qualitative modeling of core dissensions.
By using concept of fuzzy average rule, the authors made
ROA able to tackle core and subdissensions simultaneously
by introducing modification in the OWG operator (in previ-
ous researches, operator was able to act for qualitative
modeling of only core level dimension). Moreover, on focus-
ing over the most recent research of Bu et al. [40] and He
et al. [41] for obtaining the reliable results, the authors
applied the dominance theory for the comparison amongst
the CRPAI preferences, provided by ROA.

2. Rationale to Conduct the Research

Coal pollutants mixed into the atmosphere, which disorder
the ecosystem, are shown in Figure 1 ([38, 39, 42–47]; Sahu
et al., 2012; Sahu et al., 2013; [30] a, b; [9, 22]).

As discussed, twice factors (transportation from coal
refinery spot to entry gate of coal user plants (another spot)
and in process logistic/movement inside the coal user plants
(loading to conveyor to coal fire tubes attached with coal
crushers)) push the attention of authors to conduct the
research work in the context of CRP. The authors found a
preresearch clue to overcome and control the air pollution
and global warming vice versa ([25, 48, 49]; Sahu et al.,
2012; Sahu et al., 2013; [30] a, b; [22]).

Later, the authors preaudited the RDs of CRPAI and
ascertained that there are still no RDs pertaining to CRPAI
structure, which can deal with the qualitative modeling of
both core and subdimensions. Up next, the authors found
that there are a few RDs related to evaluation of CRPAI by
executing single optimization algorithms (SOAs) with the
OWG operator (operator was able to act for qualitative
modeling of only core level dimension). The authors claimed
that there is no RD yet, which can tackle subdimensions of
CRPAI structure under qualitative modeling in application
of the OWG operator appended with ROAs ([30, 50–52]c,
e).

Therefore, the aforesaid rationale stimulated the authors
to develop and propose a dynamic multidimension CRPAI
structure (consisted of coal refinery core dimension and sub-
dimensions) with constructing ROAs (MULTI-MOORA
with modification of OWG operator by average fuzzy rule)
with application of dominance theory (Bu et al., [40] and
He et al., [41] for evaluation of the best CRP from available
options under the linguistic information of expert’s panel.
This proposed research work would assist the managers to
identify the best CRP practice and technique or to opt viable
CRPs amongst preferred CRPs.

3. Rationale to Implement Interval-Valued
Fuzzy Number Set (IVFNs) than Other Fuzzy
Number Set

In the present context, authors fruitfully implemented IVFN
except other fuzzy numbers, as IVFN deals with completely
unknown information. In IVFNs, fuzzy membership func-
tion values are intended in between 0 and 1, aligned over
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two boundaries (upper level ðUUÞ and lower level ðULÞ of
membership function. The considered boundaries also
undertake the space between ðUuÞ and ðULÞ and can tackle
the imprecise, haziness, and vagueness associated with infor-
mation of expert panel against defined core-subdimensions
([46, 50, 51, 53, 54]; Sahu et al., 2013; [30]), while other fuzzy
numbers only deal with the single boundary, which not at all
prove to engrave the imprecise, haziness, and vagueness
associated with information of expert panel. Consequently,
due to aforementioned rationale, IVFN is used for qualita-
tive modeling of defined both dimensions (expert panel’s
information) for making the verdict [52, 55–59].

4. Fuzzy Preliminaries

Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic are powerful mathematical
tools, employed for modeling uncertain systems or qualita-
tive information. A fuzzy set is an extension of a crisp set.
A crisp set only allows full membership or nonmember-
ship, while fuzzy sets allow the partial membership. The
theoretical fundaments of fuzzy set theory are overviewed
by [52, 55, 57–61]. This section presents the generalized
interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. In addition,
the arithmetic operations and aggregation of the general-
ized interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are as
follows.

4.1. The Generalized Trapezoidal Fuzzy Numbers. A fuzzy set
~A in a universe of discourse X is characterized by a member-
ship function μ~AðxÞ which associates with each element x in
X a real number in the interval [0, 1]. The function value
μ~AðxÞ is termed the grade of membership of x in ~A. A trap-
ezoidal fuzzy number can be defined as ~A = ða1, a2, a3, a4 ;
w~AÞ as shown in Figure 2, and the membership function

μ~AðxÞ: R⟶ ½0, 1� is defined as follows:

μ~A xð Þ =

x − a1
a2 − a1

×w~A, x ∈ a1, a2ð Þ,

w~A, x ∈ a2, a3ð Þ,
x − a4
a3 − a4

×w~A, x ∈ a3, a4ð Þ,

0, x∈ −∞,a1ð Þ ∪ a4,∞ð Þ:

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
ð1Þ

Here, a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3 ≤ a4 and w~A ∈ ð0, 1Þ.
Suppose that ~a = ða1, a2, a3, a4 ;w~AÞ and ~b = ðb1, b2, b3,

b4 ;w~BÞ are two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, then the opera-
tional rules of the trapezoidal fuzzy numbers ~a and ~b are
shown as follows:

~a ⊕ ~b = a1, a2, a3, a4 ;w~Að Þ ⊕ b1, b2, b3, b4 ;w~Bð Þ
= a1 + b1, a2 + b2, a3 + b3, a4 + b4 ; min w~A,w~Bð Þð Þ,

~a − ~b = a1, a2, a3, a4 ;w~Að Þ − b1, b2, b3, b4 ;w~Bð Þ
= a1 − b4, a2 − b3, a3 − b2, a4 − b1 ; min w~A,w~Bð Þð Þ,

~a ⊗ ~b = a1, a2, a3, a4 ;w~Að Þ ⊗ b1, b2, b3, b4 ;w~Bð Þ = ~a ⊗ ~b

= a1 × b1, a2 × b2, a3 × b3, a4 × b4 ; min w~A,w~Bð Þð Þ,

~a
~b
=

a1, a2, a3, a4 ;w~Að Þ
b1, b2, b3, b4 ;w~Bð Þ =

a1
b4

,
a2
b3

,
a3
b2

,
a4
b1

; min w~A,w~Bð Þ
� �

:

ð2Þ

[27] introduced the center of gravity (COG) measure for
generalized trapez4oidal fuzzy numbers. Let there be a gen-
eralized trapezoidal fuzzy number ~A = ða1, a2, a3, a4 ;w~AÞ.
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Figure 1: Disordering of ecosystem from coal under twice factors.
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Then, it has its COG point ðx~A, y~AÞ, where

y~A =
w~A

a3 − a2
a4 − a1

+ 2
� �

, a1 ≠ a4

w~A

2
, a1 = a4

8>><>>:
x~A =

y~A a2 + a3ð Þ + a1 + a4ð Þ + w~A − y~Að Þ
2w~A

:

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð3Þ

4.2. The Generalized Interval-Valued Trapezoidal Fuzzy
Numbers. Some basic concepts of IVFNs and their arith-
metic operations are discussed below:

[57] defined IVFNs and presented their extended opera-

tional rules. The trapezoidal IVFN e~A has been represented
by ([46, 50, 51, 53, 55]; Sahu et al., 2013; [30]).

e~A = e~AL
, e~AU

� �
= aL1 , a

L
2 , a

L
3 , a

L
4 ;w

Le~A
� �

, aU1 , a
U
2 , a

U
3 , a

U
4 ;wUe~A

� �� �
,

ð4Þ

Here, aL1 ≤ aL2 ≤ aL3 ≤ aL4 ,aU1 ≤ aU2 ≤ aU3 ≤ aU4 ,
e~AL

denotes the

lower IVFN, e~AU
denotes the upper IVFN, and e~AL

⊂ e~AU
.

Assume that there are two IVFNs e~A and e~B, where
e~A = e~AL

, e~AU
� �

= aL1 , a
L
2 , a

L
3 , a

L
4 ;w

Le~A
� �

, aU1 , a
U
2 , a

U
3 , a

U
4 ;wUe~A

� �� �
,

e~B = e~BL
, e~BU

� �
= bL1 , b

L
2 , b

L
3 , b

L
4 ;w

Le~B
� �

, bU1 , b
U
2 , b

U
3 , b

U
4 ;wUe~B

� �� �
:

ð5Þ

0 ≤wLe~A ≤wUe~A ≤ 1, e~AL
⊂ e~AU

, 0 ≤wLe~B ≤wUe~B ≤ 1, and e~BL
⊂ e~BU

.

From Figure 3, it can be concluded that interval-valued

trapezoidal fuzzy number e~A consists of the lower values of

interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy number e~AL
and the upper

values of interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy number e~AU
. The

operation rules of interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers
as given by [57] have been reproduced below.

Suppose that

e~A = e~AL
, e~AU

� �
= aL1 , a

L
2 , a

L
3 , a

L
4 ;we~AL

� �
, aU1 , a

U
2 , a

U
3 , a

U
4 ;we~AU

� �� �
,

ð6Þ

and

e~B = e~BL
, e~BU

� �
= bL1 , b

L
2 , b

L
3 , b

L
4 ;we~BL

� �
, bU1 , b

U
2 , b

U
3 , b

U
4 ;we~BU

� �� �
,

ð7Þ

are the two interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers,
where

0 ≤ aL1 ≤ aL2 ≤ aL3 ≤ aL4 ≤ 1,

0 ≤ aU1 ≤ aU2 ≤ aU3 ≤ aU4 ≤ 1,

0 ≤we~AL ≤we~AU ≤ 1, e~AL
⊂ e~AU

,

0 ≤ bL1 ≤ bL2 ≤ bL3 ≤ bL4 ≤ 1,

0 ≤ bU1 ≤ bU2 ≤ bU3 ≤ bU4 ≤ 1,

0 ≤we~BL ≤we~BU ≤ 1, e~BL
⊂ e~BU

:

ð8Þ

(i) The sum of two interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy

numbers e~A ⊕ e~B

e~A ⊕ ~B = aL1 , a
L
2 , a

L
3 , a

L
4 ;we~AL

� �
, aU1 , a

U
2 , a

U
3 , a

U
4 ;we~AU

� �� �
⊕ bL1 , b

L
2 , b

L
3 , b

L
4 ;we~BL

� �
, bU1 , b

U
2 , b

U
3 , b

U
4 ;we~BU

� �� �

=

aL1 + bL1 , a
L
2 + bL2 , a

L
3 + bL3 , a

L
4 + bL4 ; min we~AL ,we~BL

� �� �
,

aU1 + bU1 , a
U
2 + bU2 , a

U
3 + bU3 , a

U
4 + bU4 ; min we~AU ,we~BU

� �� �
266664

377775
ð9Þ

(ii) The difference of two interval-valued trapezoidal

fuzzy numbers e~A − e~B

a10 a2
x

a4

w~A

a3

𝜇~ (x)A

Figure 2: Trapezoidal fuzzy number ~A.
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e~A − e~B = aL1, a
L
2 , a

L
3 , a

L
4 ;we~AL

� �
, aU1 , a

U
2 , a

U
3 , a

U
4 ;we~AU

� �� �
− bL1 , b

L
2, b

L
3 , b

L
4 ;we~BL

� �
, bU1 , b

U
2 , b

U
3 , b

U
4 ;we~BU

� �� �

=
aL1 − bL4 , a

L
2 − bL3 , a

L
3 − bL2 , a

L
4 − bL1 ; min we~AL ,we~BL

� �� �
,

aU1 − bU4 , a
U
2 − bU3 , a

U
3 − bU2 , a

U
4 − bU1 ; min we~AU ,we~BU

� �� �
266664

377775
ð10Þ

(iii) The product of two interval-valued trapezoidal

fuzzy numbers e~A ⊗ e~B
e~A ⊗ e~B = aL1, a

L
2 , a

L
3 , a

L
4 ;we~AL

� �
, aU1 , a

U
2 , a

U
3 , a

U
4 ;we~AU

� �� �
⊗ bL1 , b

L
2, b

L
3 , b

L
4 ;we~BL

� �
, bU1 , b

U
2 , b

U
3 , b

U
4 ;we~BU

� �� �

=
aL1 × bL1 , a

L
2 × bL2 , a

L
3 × bL3 , a

L
4 × bL4 ; min we~AL ,we~BL

� �� �
,

aU1 × bU1 , a
U
2 × bU2 , a

U
3 × bU3 , a

U
4 × bU4 ; min we~AU ,we~BU

� �� �
266664

377775
ð11Þ

(iv) The product between an interval-valued trapezoidal

fuzzy number and a constant λe~A
λe~A = λ × aL1, a

L
2 , a

L
3 , a

L
4 ;we~AL

� �
, aU1 , a

U
2 , a

U
3 , a

U
4 ;we~AU

� �� �
= λaL1, λa

L
2 , λa

L
3 , λa

L
4 ;we~AL

� �
, λaU1 , λa

U
2 , λa

U
3 , λa

U
4 ;we~AU

� �� �
, λ > 0

ð12Þ

(v) The division between two interval-valued trapezoidal

fuzzy numbers e~A/e~B
e~Ae~B =

aL1 , aL2, aL3, aL4 ;we~AL

� �
, aU1 , aU2 , aU3 , aU4 ;we~AU

� �� �
bL1 , b

L
2 , b

L
3 , b

L
4 ;we~BL

� �
, bU1 , b

U
2 , b

U
3 , b

U
4 ;we~BU

� �� �

=
min UL� �

, min
UL

xL

� �
, max

UL

yL

� �
, max UL� �

; min we~AL ,we~BL

� �� �
,

min UU� �
, min

UU

xU

� �
, max

UU

yU

� �
, max UU� �

; min we~AU ,we~BU

� �� �
266664

377775
ð13Þ

Here,

UL =
a1

L

b1
L ,

a2
L

b2
L ,

a3
L

b3
L ,

a4
L

b4
L

� 	
,

UL =
a1

U

b1
U ,

a2
U

b2
U ,

a3
U

b3
U ,

a4
U

b4
U

� 	
,

ð14Þ

xL =min UL� �
, xU =min UU� �

, yL =max UL� �
, yU max UU� �

,

ð15Þ
and the operator “/” denotes exclusion of a certain term

from sets UL andUU .

(vi) Rising to the power of a constant λ

e~Aλ
= aL1 , a

L
2 , a

L
3 , a

L
4 ;we~AL

� �
, aU1 , a

U
2 , a

U
3 , a

U
4 ;we~AU

� �� �λ
� aL1

� �λ, aL2
� �λ, aL3

� �λ, aL4
� �λ,we~AL

� �
, aU1
� �λ, aU2

� �λ, aU3
� �λ, aU4

� �λ,we~AU

� �� �
ð16Þ

By considering (Equation (3)), we can define the COG

point for an interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy number e~A = ½
e~AL

, e~AU
� = ½ðaL1 , aL2 , aL3 , aL4 ;we~ALÞ, ðaU1 , aU2 , aU3 , aU4 ;we~AU Þ �.

Firstly, Equation (3) is employed to obtain the coordinates of

the COG points for the lower and upper values of e~A, viz., ð
xe~AL , ye~ALÞ and ðxe~AU , ye~AU Þ for e~AL

and e~AU
, respectively. Sec-

ondly, the COG of ðxe~A, ye~AÞ is found as follows:

xe~A =
xe~AL + xe~AU

� �
2

,

ye~A =
ye~AL + ye~AU

� �
2

:

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð17Þ

Let there exist an interval-valued fuzzy number.

e~B = e~BL
, e~BU

� �
= bL1 , b

L
2 , b

L
3 , b

L
4 ;we~BL

� �
, bU1 , b

U
2 , b

U
3 , b

U
4 ;we~BU

� �� �
:

ð18Þ

One can define the COG point ðxe~B, ye~BÞ in the spirit of

Equation (3). The distance de~A and de~B between the origin

point and two generalized interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy

numbers e~A and e~B
e~A = e~AL

, e~AU
� �

= aL1 , a
L
2 , a

L
3 , a

L
4 ;we~AL

� �
, aU1 , a

U
2 , a

U
3 , a

U
4 ;we~AU

� �� �
,

ð19Þ
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and

e~B = e~BL
, e~BU

� �
= bL1 , b

L
2 , b

L
3 , b

L
4 ;we~BL

� �
, bU1 , b

U
2 , b

U
3 , b

U
4 ;we~BU

� �� �
,

ð20Þ

respectively, are calculated by virtue of the Euclidean dis-
tance:

de~A =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2e~A + y2e~A

r
, ð21Þ

de~B =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2e~B + y2e~B

r
: ð22Þ

Accordingly, if de~A > de~B, then e~A ≻ e~B.
The COG coordinates can also be employed when esti-

mating the distance between two interval-valued trapezoidal

fuzzy numbers say e~A and e~B [50, 53].

d e~A, e~B� �
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xe~AL − xe~BL

� �2
+ ye~AL − ye~BL

� �2
+ xe~AU − xe~BU

� �2
+ ye~AU − ye~BU

� �2� 	
4

:

vuuut
ð23Þ

Alternatively, one can employ the following technique
(Liu and Jin, 2012):

d e~A, e~B� �
=
1
8

we~ALa1
L −we~BLb1

L
  + we~ALa2

L −we~BLb2
L

  + we~ALa3
L −we~BLb3

L
 

+ we~ALa4
L −we~BLb4L

  + we~AU a1
U −we~BU b1

U
  + we~AU a2

U −we~BU b2
U

  +
we~AU a3

U −we~BU b3
U

  + we~AU a4
U −we~BU b4U

 

0BBBBBBBB@

1CCCCCCCCA
:

ð24Þ

4.3. The Generalized Interval-Valued Trapezoidal Fuzzy
Number Ordered Weighted Geometric Average Operator
(OWGAO). [52] proposed an interesting and well-
grounded approach, named the ordered weighted average
(OWA), which enabled to aggregate the variables in terms
of their order in the set. Such an approach enables to avoid
the subjectivity arising from group decision-making. [51]
and later [24] introduced the generalized interval-valued
trapezoidal fuzzy number ordered weighted geometric
(GIFN-OWG) operator, which was able to tackle fuzzy rat-
ings at 1st level. But in the presented research work, the
(GIFN-OWGA) is merged with average fuzzy rule and mod-
ified with renaming generalized interval-valued trapezoidal
fuzzy number ordered weighted geometric average (GIFN-
OWG) operator.

Let e~Aj be a set of generalized interval-valued trapezoidal
fuzzy
numbers,-e~Ajk = ½e~AL

jk,
e~AU

jk� = ½ðaL1jk, aL2jk, aL3jk, aL4jk ; e~wAL
jk
Þ, ðaU1jk, aU2jk, aU3jk,

aU4jk ; e~wAU
jk
Þ�, with jk = 1, 2, 3,⋯, n;Ω is the set of all general-

ized interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers; ðσð1Þ, σð2Þ
,⋯, σðnÞÞ is a permutation of ð1, 2, 3, ::, nÞ, such thate~Aσðjk−1Þ ≻

e~AσðjkÞ, ∀jk = 2, 3,⋯, n. Then, we have GITF-
NOWGA: Ωn ⟶Ω, which can be employed in the follow-
ing way:

GITFNOWGAw
e~A1,
e~A2,⋯, e~An

� �
=

Qn
jk=1

e~Aσ jkð Þ
� �Wjk

∑n
jkξjk

=
Yn
jk=1

aL1σ jkð Þ, a
L
2σ jkð Þ, a

L
3σ jkð Þ, a

L
4σ jkð Þ ;we~AL

σ jkð Þ

 !
,

"

� aU1σ jkð Þ, a
U
2σ jkð Þ, a

U
3σ jkð Þ, a

U
4σ jkð Þ ;we~AU

σ jkð Þ

 !#Wjk

:

ð25Þ

Here, wjk is a weight of subdimensions to the jkth largest
variable ðjk = 1, 2,⋯, nÞ. The vector of weights can be
obtained by virtue of the following equation [62]:

wjk+1 =
Ci
n−1

2n−1
,∀i = 0, 1, 2, 3⋯ , n − 1: ð26Þ

5. The Crisp MULTI-MOORA Algorithm

The Multiobjective Optimization by Ratio Analysis
(MOORA) algorithm was introduced by [43], Sahu et al.
[24], Bu et al. [40], and He et al. [41] and extended the algo-
rithm to make it more robust as MULTI-MOORA
(MOORA plus the full multiplicative form).

The MOORA algorithm begins with matrix X where its
elements xij denote ith alternative of jth objective ði = 1, 2,
⋯,m ; j = 1, 2,⋯, nÞ. The MOORA algorithm consists of
two parts: the ratio system and the reference point approach.
The MULTI-MOORA algorithm includes internal normali-
zation and treats originally all the objectives equally impor-
tant. In principle, all stakeholders interested in the issue
only could give more importance to an objective. Therefore,
they could either multiply the dimensionless number repre-
senting the response on an objective with a significance coef-
ficient or they could decide beforehand to split an objective
into different subobjectives.

5.1. The Ratio System of MOORA. Ratio system defines data
normalization by comparing alternative of an objective to all
values of the objective:

x∗ij =
xijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑m

i=1x
2
ij

q : ð27Þ

Here, x∗ij denotes ith alternative of jth objective. Usually
these numbers belong to the interval [0, 1]. These indicators
are added (if desirable value of indicator is maximum) or
subtracted (if desirable value is minimum); thus, the
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summarizing index of each alternative is derived in this way:

y∗i = 〠
g

j=1
x∗ij − 〠

n

j=g+1
x∗ij: ð28Þ

Here, g = 1,⋯, n denotes number of objectives to be
maximized. Then, every ratio is given the rank: the higher
the index, the higher the rank.

In some cases, it is often observed that some attributes
are more important than the others. In order to give more
importance to an attribute, it could be multiplied with its
corresponding weight (significance coefficient) [38, 42, 62].
When these attribute weights are taken into consideration,
Equation (28) becomes as follows:

y∗i = 〠
g

j=1
wjx

∗
ij − 〠

n

j=g+1
wjx

∗
ij, j = 1, 2,⋯, n: ð29Þ

Here, wj is the weight of jth subdimensions.

5.2. The Reference Point of MOORA. Reference point
approach is based on the ratio system. The Maximal Objec-
tive Reference Point (vector) is found according to ratios
found by employing Eq. The jth coordinate of the reference
point can be described as (rj =max x∗ij) in the case of maxi-
mization. Every coordinate of this vector represents maxi-
mum or minimum of certain objective (indicator). Then,
every element of normalized response matrix is recalculated,
and the final rank is given according to deviation from the
reference point and the Min-Max Metric of Tchebycheff:

min
i

max rj − x∗ij
 
j

0@ 1A: ð30Þ

5.3. The Full Multiplicative Form and MULTI-MOORA. [43]
proposed MOORA to be updated by the full multiplicative

form algorithm embodying maximization as well as minimi-
zation of purely multiplicative utility function. Overall utility
of the ith alternative can be expressed as dimensionless num-
ber:

Ui′=
Ai

Bi
: ð31Þ

Here, Ai =
Qg

j=1xij ; i = 1, 2,⋯,m denotes the product of
objectives of the ith alternative to be maximized with g = 1,
2,⋯, n being the number of objectives to be maximized
and where Bi =

Qn
j=g+1xij ; i = 1, 2,⋯,m denotes the product

of objectives of the ith alternative to be minimized with n − g
being the number of objectives (indicators) to be minimized.
Thus, MULTI-MOORA summarizes MOORA (i.e., ratio
system and reference point) and the full multiplicative
form.

5.4. MULTI-MOORA Algorithm Based upon Interval-Valued
Trapezoidal Fuzzy Numbers. Let E = 1, 2,⋯, e denote the eth
expert involved in a decision-making process. Suppose that
the experts provide ratings for each ith alternative against
each jth criterion with i = 1, 2,⋯,m and j = 1, 2,⋯, n. The
set of criteria can be split into two subsets, namely, those
of cost criteria, C, and benefit criteria, B. Cost criteria are
to be minimized, whereas benefit criteria are to be maxi-
mized. Each criterion can be attributed with respective
weight Wj, such that Wj ≥ 0, and ∑jW j = 1.

Step 1. Each of decision-makers constructs his own decision

matrix: ðe~Ak
Þm×n with elements e~akij = ½ðaLijk1, aLijk2, aLijk3, aLijk4 ;

wL
ijkÞ, ðaUijk1, aUijk2, aUijk3, aUijk4 ;wU

ijkÞ� being responses of alterna-
tives on criteria.

0

U
A
~~

L
A
~~

wAU
~~

wAL
~~

a1
U a1L a2U a2L a3L a3U a4L a4U

~
𝜇A(X)~

Figure 3: Interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
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Step 2. Individual decision matrices are aggregated by
employing the GITFNOWGA operator.

GITFNOWGAw
e~a1ij, e~a2ij,⋯, e~aKij� �

=
YK
k=1

aσ kð Þ
ij

� �wk ,∀i, j:

ð32Þ

Here, wk is the weight of the kth largest response
obtained by Equation (26) and

e~aij = aLij1, a
L
ij2, a

L
ij3, a

L
ij4 ;w

L
ij

� �
, aUij1, a

U
ij2, a

U
ij3, a

U
ij4 ;w

U
ij

� �h i
:

ð33Þ

It must be noted that Equation (21) is employed to com-

pare the values of the generalized interval-valued trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers.

Step 3. In case some of criteria involve numeric data, the
normalization has to be carried out.

e~xij = aLij1
dj

,
aLij2
dj

,
aLij3
dj

,
aLij4
dj

;wL
ij

 !
,

aUij1
dj

,
aUij2
dj

,
aUij3
dj

,
aUij4
dj

;wU
ij

 !" #
= xLij1, x

L
ij2, x

L
ij3, x

L
ij4 ;w

L
ij

� �
, xUij1, x

U
ij2, x

U
ij3, x

U
ij4 ;w

U
ij

� �h i
, j = 1, 2,⋯, n ; i = 1, 2,⋯, n:

ð34Þ

Here, dj =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑m

i=1∑
4
p=1ðaLijpÞ2 +∑m

i=1∑
4
p=1ðaUijpÞ2

q
, p = f1, 2

, 3, 4g for ∀j = 1, 2,⋯, n.

Step 4. The ratio system:

Table 1: Dynamic multidimension Coal Refinery Process Absorbability Index (CRPAI) structure.

Coal refinery process, (C) Dimensions; ξj Subdimensions; ξjk

Coal Refinery Process Absorbability
Index evaluation

Absorbability index on crushing and breaking process, ξ1

Effective primary breaking with low gas
emission, ξ11

Effective final breaking with low gas
emission, ξ12

Absorbability index on sizing process, ξ2
Effective machining for sizing with low

gas emission, ξ21

Absorbability index on storage and stockpiling process
and density separation, ξ3

Toxic gas emission on the stockpiling of
coal, ξ31

Emission of toxic gases on density
separation, ξ32

Absorbability index on density separation and washing
process, ξ4

Emission of toxic gases on quenching
process, ξ41

Water prequenching treatment level,
ξ42

Water final-quenching treatment level,
ξ43

Absorbability index on drying process, ξ5

Moisture drying pretreatment level, ξ42,
ξ51

Moisture drying final treatment level,
ξ51

Table 2: Nine-member linguistic terms (rating scale) and their corresponding interval-valued fuzzy numbers.

Linguistic terms Interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers

Absolutely poor, AP [(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0; 0.5), (0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0; 1.0)]

Very poor, VP [(0.0075, 0.0075, 0.015, 0.0525; 0.5), (0.0, 0.0, 0.02, 0.07; 1.0)]

Poor, P [(0.0875, 0.12, 0.16, 0.1825; 0.5), (0.04, 0.10, 0.18, 0.23; 1.0)]

Fairly poor, FP [(0.2325, 0.255, 0.325, 0.3575; 0.5), (0.17, 0.22, 0.36, 0.42; 1.0)]

Medium, M [(0.4025, 0.4525, 0.5375, 0.5676; 0.5), (0.32, 0.41, 0.58, 0.65; 1.0)]

Fairly satisfactory, FS [(0.65, 0.6725, 0.7575, 0.79; 0.5), (0.58, 0.63, 0.80, 0.86; 1.0)]

Satisfactory, S [(0.7825, 0.815, 0.885, 0.9075; 0.5), (0.72, 0.78, 0.92, 0.97; 1.0)]

Very impressive, VI [(0.9475, 0.985, 0.9925, 0.9925; 0.5), (0.93, 0.98, 1.0, 1.0; 1.0)]

Absolutely impressive, AI [(1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0; 0.5), (1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0; 1.0)]
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The normalized values are added up for the benefit cri-
teria and subtracted for the cost criteria:

RSi =〠
j∈B

e~xij −〠
j∈C

e~xij = RSLi1, RS
L
i2, RS

L
i3, RS

L
i4 ;w

L
RSi

� �
,

h
� RSUi1, RS

U
i2, RS

U
i3, RS

U
i4 ;w

U
RSi

� �i
:

ð35Þ

Here, RSi denotes the overall utility of the ith alternative
in terms of the ratio system. The alternatives are then ranked
by measuring their distances from the origin point in the
spirit of Equation (21). Specially, alternatives with higher
distances receive higher ranks.

Step 5. The reference point approach:
For the sake of convenience, one can employ the Maxi-

mal Utopian Reference Point (MURP), rather than the Max-
imal Objective Reference Point. In the case of the
generalized interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy numbers,
MURP is defined as follows:

e~rj = 1, 1, 1, 1 ; 1ð Þ, ∀j ∈ B,

0, 0, 0, 0 ; 1ð Þ, ∀j ∈ C:

(
ð36Þ

Therefore, Equations (23) and (24) can be utilized to
identify the maximal deviation from the MURP for each
alternative:

max jd e~rj, e~xij� �
: ð37Þ

Then, the alternatives are ranked by minimizing the
maximal deviances found in Equation (36).

Step 6. The full multiplicative form:
The fuzzy utility of the ith alternative is obtained by

employing Equations (12) and (14).

e~Ui =
e~Aie~Bi

: ð38Þ

Here, e~Ai =
Q

j∈B
e~xij, i = 1, 2,⋯,m denotes the product of

objectives of the ith alternative to be maximized with B being

the set of objectives to be maximized and where e~Bi =
Q

j∈C
e~xij

denotes the product of objectives of the ith alternative to be
minimized with C being the set of objectives (indicators)
need to be minimized. The alternatives are ranked in

descending order of e~Ui by employing Equation (21).

Table 3: Appropriateness ratings (in linguistic scale) against
CRPAI subdimensions assigned by EP.

θi ξij E1 E2 E3 E4 E5

θ1
ξ11 S VI M FS AI

ξ12 VI S FS M AI

θ2
ξ11 FS S S S S

ξ12 S S FS S S

θ3
ξ11 S S S VI VI

ξ12 S S S VI VI

θ4
ξ11 M M M M M

ξ12 M M M M M

θ1 ξ21 FS S FS S FS

θ2 ξ21 FP M M M M

θ3 ξ21 FS S FS FS FS

θ4 ξ21 S S VI VI S

θ1
ξ31 AI AI AI VI VI

ξ32 AI AI AI VI VI

θ2
ξ31 S VI VI VI VI

ξ32 S VI VI VI VI

θ3
ξ31 FS S S S S

ξ32 FS S S S S

θ4
ξ31 S S S VI VI

ξ32 S S S VI VI

θ1

ξ41 M M S VI M

ξ42 M M S VI M

ξ41 M M S VI M

θ2

ξ41 FS S M M FS

ξ42 FS S M M FS

ξ43 FS S M M FS

θ3

ξ41 FP M S S M

ξ42 FP M S S M

ξ43 FP M S S M

θ4

ξ41 S FS M M FS

ξ42 FS S M M FS

ξ43 FS S M M FS

θ1
ξ51 AI AI AI VI VI

ξ52 VI AI AI AI VI

θ2
ξ51 S VI S VI VI

ξ52 S VI S VI VI

θ3
ξ51 FS S S FS S

ξ52 FS S S FS S

Table 3: Continued.

θi ξij E1 E2 E3 E4 E5

θ4
ξ51 S S S VI VI

ξ52 VI S S S VI
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Step 7. The dominance theory ([45], [40], [41]) is employed
to aggregate the ranks, provided by respective parts of
MULTI-MOORA.

6. Empirical Research

In the presented research forum, the authors developed a
standard dynamic multidimension Coal Refinery Process
Absorbability Index (CRPAI) structure by conducting the
real CRP audit and the prior state of arts and proposed the
same to CRP companies for finding the best CRP techni-
que/practice to control further air pollution-global warming
under discussed twice factors, shown in Table 1.

To simulate the CRPAI, the authors used modified
OWGA operator with application of the MULTI-MOORA
algorithm embedded with dominance theory. To validate
the CRPAI, the authors solved a problem of a CRP company,
existing north part of India. The CRP company wanted to

evaluate and finalize a reliable CRP alternative amongst
available (θ1, θ2, θ3, and θ4) for controlling further air pollu-
tion, occurs due to discussed twice factors. For data model-
ing of the subdimensions of CRPAI, a board of five highly
experience decision-makers E1, E2 ,E3 ,E4, and E5 are evalu-
ated from the inventory, production, and environmental
departments of CRP (case study) company. Next, the
expert’s panel is invited to sight, audit, and assess the

Table 4: Computed aggregated fuzzy ratings against CRPAI subdimensions ðξjÞ.

ξj θi Aggregated fuzzy ratings against CRPAI subdimensions; ξj

ξ1

θ1 [(0.764,0.796,0.856,0.877,0.500),(0.706,0.765,0.887,0.928,1.000)]

θ2 [(0.774,0.804,0.869,0.890,0.500),(0.716,0.772,0.901,0.947,1.000)]

θ3 [(0.830,0.864,0.917,0.933,0.500),(0.779,0.837,0.944,0.979,1.000)]

θ4 [(0.625,0.661,0.742,0.770,0.500),(0.550,0.621,0.781,0.840,1.000)]

ξ2

θ1 [(0.688,0.697,0.715,0.721,0.500),(0.671,0.688,0.724,0.736,1.000)]

θ2 [(0.389,0.437,0.522,0.552,0.500),(0.308,0.395,0.564,0.633,1.000)]

θ3 [(0.657,0.659,0.662,0.663,0.500),(0.654,0.657,0.664,0.666,1.000)]

θ4 [(0.830,0.864,0.917,0.933,0.500),(0.779,0.837,0.944,0.979,1.000)]

ξ3

θ1 [(0.983,0.995,0.998,0.998,0.500),(0.978,0.994,1.000,1.000,1.000)]

θ2 [(0.937,0.974,0.986,0.987,0.500),(0.916,0.967,0.995,0.998,1.000)]

θ3 [(0.718,0.743,0.795,0.812,0.500),(0.668,0.717,0.820,0.857,1.000)]

θ4 [(0.830,0.864,0.917,0.933,0.500),(0.779,0.837,0.944,0.979,1.000)]

ξ4

θ1 [(0.500,0.549,0.632,0.660,0.500),(0.418,0.507,0.673,0.737,1.000)]

θ2 [(0.567,0.589,0.624,0.636,0.500),(0.525,0.570,0.641,0.666,1.000)]

θ3 [(0.479,0.525,0.609,0.639,0.500),(0.396,0.482,0.650,0.717,1.000)]

θ4 [(0.830,0.864,0.917,0.933,0.500),(0.779,0.837,0.944,0.979,1.000)]

ξ5

θ1 [(0.983,0.995,0.998,0.998,0.500),(0.978,0.994,1.000,1.000,1.000)]

θ2 [(0.937,0.974,0.986,0.987,0.500),(0.916,0.967,0.995,0.998,1.000)]

θ3 [(0.718,0.743,0.795,0.812,0.500),(0.668,0.717,0.820,0.857,1.000)]

θ4 [(0.830,0.864,0.917,0.933,0.500),(0.779,0.837,0.944,0.979,1.000)]

Table 5: Preference orders computed by ratio system analysis algorithm.

θi RSi dA≈ Preference orders

θ1 [(3.920,4.033,4.199,4.253,5.00),(3.751,3.947,4.283,4.401,1.000)] 8.582 2

θ2 [(3.603,3.778,3.986,4.052,5.00),(3.380,3.669,4.095,4.242,1.000)] 8.406 4

θ3 [(3.402,3.535,3.778,3.858,5.00),(3.167,3.411,3.899,4.075,1.000)] 8.456 3

θ4 [(3.946,4.119,4.410,4.502,5.00),(3.668,3.970,4.558,4.757,1.000)] 8.730 1

Table 6: Preference orders computed by reference point algorithm.

θi Max j d βij, βjð Þf Preference orders

θ1 0.562 3

θ2 0.644 4

θ3 0.549 2

θ4 0.476 1
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capability of alternative CRPs such as θ1, θ2, θ3, and θ4 with
high concern about the discussed twice factors. After that,
decision-makers are assisted with linguistic variable scale,
expressed 1-9 IVFN scale as shown in Table 2, so that
decision-makers can assign appropriateness ratings against
individual subdimensions.

The procedural steps are summarized below:

Step 1. Gathering information from the expert group in rela-
tion to performance ratings of different evaluation dimen-
sions and subdimensions using linguistic terms:

In order to acquire appropriateness ratings against sub-
dimensions, evaluated board expert’s panel, e.g., E1, E2, E3,
E4, and E5, instructed to assign appropriateness ratings
(evaluation score) against subdimensions (associated in pro-
posed structure), which is further transformed into IV-fuzzy
number. The appropriateness ratings (in linguistic terms)
against evaluated subdimensions assigned by the expert
panel corresponding to preferred options, e.g., θ1, θ2, θ3,
and θ4, have depicted in Table 3.

Step 2. Approximation of the linguistic evaluation informa-
tion by IV trapezoidal fuzzy numbers:

The assigned appropriateness ratings acquired in the
form of IVFNs against subdimensions, shown in Table 3,
are shifted into 1st level (core dimensions) by using modified
GITFN-OWGAO (generalized interval-valued trapezoidal
fuzzy number ordered weighted geometric average opera-
tor); In Equations (25) and (26), consequently, the problem
appeared as structure modeling, revealed in Table 4.

      ξ1 ξ1 ξ3            ξj

A
≈
� �� �

=

θ1

θ2

θ3

ξ11 ξ12 ξ13 ⋯⋯⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯   ξij

ξ21 ξ22 ξ23 ⋯⋯⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ξij

ξ31 ξ32 ξ33 ⋯⋯⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ξij

2664
3775
ð39Þ

Step 3. Normalization:
After forming structure matrix, the IV fuzzy set value

against core dimensions is found out in between [0, 1] and
core dimensions were beneficial in nature, Hence, structural
matrix was not normalized with exploration of Equation
(34).

Step 4. The ratio system:
In the ratio system (RS), the values of IVFNs against core

dimensions corresponding to CRP alternative or techniques

are added up for the benefit criteria and subtracted for the
cost criteria with exploration of Equation (35); the results
are shown in Table 5. The higher scores are prioritized cor-
responds to higher preference orders.

Step 5. Reference point approach:
We define the reference point (ascertained the core

dimensions are benefit in nature)

e~ri = 1, 1, 1, 1 ; 1ð Þ: ð40Þ

Thus, the preference order of preferred CRPs is decided
in accordance to their distances from fuzzy reference points
and is computed by using Equations (36) and (37). Smaller
distances of subdimensions from fuzzy reference points are
preferred first, shown in Table 6.

Step 6. The full multiplicative form:
Eventually, Equation (38) is utilized to obtain preference

orders of CRP options in accordance to full multiplicative
form of MOORA, and the results are shown in Table 7.

Step 7. Final ranking orders by exploring of dominance
theory:

By passing through respective computational algorithms
of MULTI-MOORA: ratio system analysis, reference point,
and full multiplicative form, finally the dominance theory
([45]; [40], [41]) is implemented to summarize the prefer-
ence orders provided by three respective parts of MULTI-
MOORA computational algorithms Bu et al. [40] and He
et al. [41]. Hence, the final preference orders of preferred
CRP options are presented in Table 8.

As results, the fourth CRP practice/technique/process ð
θ4Þ is found more viable amongst preferred CRP practices/-
techniques/processes as per the subjective report of expert
panel, whereas the first CRP practice/technique/process ðθ1
Þ and subsequently ðθ3Þ are found as a second and third best

Table 7: Preference orders computed by full multification form (MULTI-MOORA) algorithm.

θi yi dA≈ Preference orders

θ1 [(0.255,0.302,0.385,0.415,0.500),(0.189,0.263,0.432,0.503,1.000)] 1.930 2

θ2 [(0.150,0.196,0.275,0.304,0.500),(0.097,0.162,0.322,0.398,1.000)] 1.908 4

θ3 [(0.135,0.165,0.234,0.260,0.500),(0.090,0.136,0.274,0.343,1.000)] 1.919 3

θ4 [(0.297,0.369,0.524,0.583,0.500),(0.203,0.305,0.621,0.772,1.000)] 1.963 1

Table 8: CRPAI of CR process.

θi
Ratio
system

Reference
point

Full multification
form

Dominance
theory

θ1 2 3 2 2

θ2 4 4 4 4

θ3 3 2 3 3

θ4 1 1 1 1
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CRP practice/technique/process. At the other end of spec-
trum, second coal partner ðθ2Þ has regrettably found as a
worst CRP practice/technique/process, and final preference
orders are depicted as θ4 ≻ θ1 ≻ θ3 ≻ θ2.

It was visibly found that ðθ4Þ CRP technique/process
would be the best to diminish the air pollution, growing uni-
versal warming and preserving the ecological balance caused
by CRPs said by ([7, 19, 20, 22, 28, 48, 63]; Langergraber).

7. Novelties of Conducted Research

(i) The authors served a research clue in the front of
CRP researchers to overcome global warming issue
by addressing the discussed twice factors

(ii) The authors proposed and developed CRPAI struc-
ture (consisted of coal refinery core dimension and
subdimensions corresponding to CRP alternative)
to diminish the air pollution

(iii) This research dealt with comprehensive qualitative
modeling of dimension and subdimensions corre-
sponding to CRP alternative using expert
information

(iv) These authors adapted and applied the three quali-
tative data optimization algorithms concurrently to
robustly opt the viable CRP [40, 41]

(v) The authors modified the IVFN-OWGA (interval-
valued fuzzy number ordered weighted geometric
average) operator by introducing the average fuzzy
rule, depicted in Equations (25) and (26), and con-
sequently, ROAs were made able to tackle core and
subdissensions simultaneously by applying the
modified OWGA operator (operator was able to
act for qualitative modeling of only core level
dimensions)

(vi) The authors applied dominance theory to conduct
robust comparison amongst the CRPAI prefer-
ences, received by the three parts of the MUTI-
MOORA algorithm [40, 41].

(vii) The modified OWGA operator can be explored in
future to tackle the extended or advanced CRP
core-subdimensions

8. Conclusions

The coal is determined as a fossil fuel, which releases the sev-
eral offensive monoparticles and high magnitude of CO2 to
the atmosphere and also causes acid rain and high tempera-
ture ([6, 11–13]; CURC 2004; [1, 20]). It is well purported by
the ecological scholars that CRP contributes in controlling
the air pollution [2, 7, 18, 19, 22, 26, 28, 48, 63]. Therefore,
to control such as air pollution and global warming vice
versa, the presented research work enrolled a dynamic mul-
tidimension CRPAI structure accompanied with the ROA
(modification of OWGAO appended with MULTI-
MOORA with application of dominance theory) algorithm

to scrutinize and benchmark the best CRP from available
options under linguistic information of expert’s panel. This
proposed research work assisted the managers to identify
the best CRP practice and technique or to opt viable CRPs
amongst preferred CRPs that will reduce the air pollution,
consequently weaken the virus and ills, and make living peo-
ple happy.

For making decision, manager can use the proposed
dynamic multidimension CRPAI structure and invite the
evaluated team of expert of own and other industries to view
the preferred CRP alternatives one by one. Next, the expert
would ask to provide the ratings against subdimensions of
CRPAI structure by using proposed linguistic variable corre-
sponding to IVFN. Next, assigned rating would be
substituted by IVFN by using OWGOA. Later, the MUTI-
MOORA algorithm would deliver results for further com-
parison by dominance theory and making final decision.
This proposed research work assists the managers of CRP
to acquire the many coal supplying orders from coal user
plants (which strictly follow the green policies). The pro-
posed research dossier helps to finalize the best CRPAI tech-
nique or CRPs amongst available for winning the discussed
twice factors such as coal logistic from coal refinery location
to entry gate of coal user power plants and in process logis-
tic/movement inside the power plants, linked to diminish
the air pollution. The wok cannot shape other problems such
as liner programming and route algorithm.
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The data used to support the findings of this study are avail-
able in Tables 5–7.
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